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Insert detailed description of products and services here. If more than
one product (resource) or service is included, list each product (resource) here.

MakeMusic Cloud is a webbased suite of music education tools that support efficient practice, helping musicians to
develop and grow. It allows teachers to provide students with individual instruction/assignments and customized
feedback necessary for improvement. Students are able to hear their part in context with MakeMusic Cloud’s
professional background accompaniment, giving them a pitch and rhythmic reference when practicing at home. Users
with Performer or paid Teacher subscriptions can print thousands of titles from key music education publishers via the
Print AddOns functionality.

Students may see which notes and rhythms they played correctly/incorrectly, receive a performance score, and hear
their recording. MakeMusic Cloud’s content library includes 150+ method books, 5,400+ ensemble titles, and
thousands of solos from top publishers. A metronome, tuner, and the ability to loop sections are built in and always
close at hand. Both teachers and students can see each others’ written comments on every assignment and  student
recording.

Teachers can instantly create an unlimited number of sightreading exercises for any type of  ensemble or individual
instruments. They can provide students with the context of how their part fits in and an opportunity to model their
performances after worldclass musicians. Users may create their own custom notation as well as import and export
MusicXML files between most  popular music notation products. Teachers using the Compose notation tool can share
compositions privately and publicly with their performers. Teachers may track student progress in MakeMusic Cloud’s
online Gradebook, accessing student recordings, assignments, and performance scores. Likewise they may customize
rubrics with the criteria that matters for their curriculum, collect assignments into units, and easily assign those units to
multiple classes. MakeMusic Cloud allows teachers to track student practice time – down to the second. MakeMusic
Cloud works on devices students use today, including computers, Chromebooks, and iPads. Colors may be adjusted
to ensure that people who see colors differently have equal access.
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student audio/video performance; visual representation of the performance and
automated grade, if applicable
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For students we capture the following additional information:
Time zone, backup email address (optional), role
(teacher, student or other), country, marketing optin
(for users over the age of 13 unless restricted
contractually and this field is optional), if student is over
the age of 13 (COPPA compliance), primary instrument
and secondary instrument (optional).

For parents purchasing a MakeMusic Cloud subscription via
credit card, we collect the following information:
first and last name, street address, country, zip code,
credit card number, email address and phone number.
Credit cards are processed by BrainTree, a thirdparty
vendor.

For platform owners/admins/and teachers, we collect
the following information:
the institution name, and class name.
For customers submitting purchase information via our
quote site (quotes.smartmusic.com), we collect the
following information:
First and last name, email address, billing email address,
billing address, physical address, zip code, phone
number, school name, district name, country, city,
state, age verification (over the age of 18), role (admin,
teacher, platform owner), tax exemption status,
agreement to our Terms of Service, purchase order files
and information provided therein, and tax exemption
files.

Rostering: for rostering feature users, data identifying a user to a specific class is
collected
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